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Our Vision
“People Living at Home with Dignity”

Our Values
PHCS has a strong commitment to person centred work and we value:
•

The individuality and worth of each person

•

The promotion of people’s contribution

•

Connections between people, family and community

•

Responsibility and showing pride in how we help people with their
support

•

Work done collaboratively and in partnership

Our Purpose
•

We provide support in the homes of people in Western Australia
who are frail, aged or have disability or mental illness.

•

We assist people to be in control of their lives, connected with
family and community, regardless of circumstances.

•

We recognize each person’s individuality and work with them to
develop the supports they need.

Our Culture
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•

See the Person

•

Do it together

•

Do it right

•

Do it better
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The Board
Chairperson – Phil Thick BE (Hons) FAICD
Phil is the CEO and a Director of Coogee Chemicals. He is also Non-Executive Chairman or
Director on a number of other Boards. Phil joined the Board of PHCS in 2008 and became
Chairperson last year. Previously Phil had a 20 year career in the oil industry with Shell in
locations around Australia and overseas, and was also an Executive Director for Shell
Australia Limited, based in Melbourne, from 2003 to 2006. He brings extensive corporate and
commercial knowledge, direct experience managing large workforces, and board and director
experience across a wide range of small to large businesses.
Deputy Chairperson – Constance Chapman BSc (Hons) BA DECH GAICD FFin
Constance joined the Board in February 2009. She retired in September 2009 from the
position of Manager Governance and Corporate Secretary of Western Australian Treasury
Corporation after more than 25 years working in finance, with experience in both the public
sector and the corporate environment. She brings to the Board experience in governance,
board processes, finance, management and population based health statistics for the planning
of health services together with a strong commitment to making support services available to
people in their own homes.
Board Member – Ann Kelly
Ann retired from the position of Manager At-Home Services for Brightwater Care Group in
2001 after working in community care since 1981. Ann feels that she brings a wealth of
experience in the various aspects of community care for the aged and disabled in the
community in a practical sense, and hopes that this will be an advantage in her contribution
to Perth Home Care Services. Ann joined the Board in 2002.
Board Member – Giles Everist BSc (Hons) ACA GAICD
Giles has held a number of senior financial executive roles over the past 20 years within
Coopers & Lybrand, Rio Tinto, Fluor Australia and latterly Monadelphous Group were he was
Chief Financial Officer until he left in September 2009. Since then he has joined a number of
Boards in the public, private and not for profit sectors. As well as having a strong commercial
background, he has had extensive experience with service and project based businesses,
and has gained a deep understanding of the strategic, governance and risk management
issues growth organizations face.
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Board Member - Dr Angus Buchanan BAppSc (OT) DSM DBA GAICD
Angus Buchanan is a registered Occupational Therapist working in the role of Associate
Professor and Deputy Head of School in the School of Occupational Therapy and Social Work
at Curtin University, and the Centre for Research into Disability and Society. For the 16 years,
prior to commencing at Curtin in 2008, Angus held senior management and leadership roles
at the Disability Services Commission of Western Australia.  Angus is an active member of the
Australasian Society of Intellectual Disability (ASID) currently holding the positions of
President, WA Region and Vice President of Australasia. Angus joined the Board in 2010. As
well has having a strong research background in contemporary disability practice he brings
an extensive senior executive experience of working within the disability sector in Western
Australia across policy, program and operational areas.
Board Member - Ben Oxford M.Ed; B.Prof Std; B.Teach; MAICD
(Until May 2011)
Ben has had 20 years experience in management and senior management roles, 14 years
Health and Community experience and is currently in the Mining and Resources Sector as the
National Sales and Marketing Manager for Geographe Enterprises Pty Ltd. Ben has spent 15
years in the Health and Community Services sector including but not limited to; Silverchain
Nursing Association, Communicare Inc, NT Police – Community and Health and Mission
Australia. Ben also possesses nine years experience at Board of Management level and
believes in the person centred approach to care.
Deputy Chairperson - Trevor Goddard
(Until October 2010)
Trevor joined the board of PHCS in 2002 and served as Deputy Chairperson from 2007 to
2010. He was Director of International Relations within the School of Occupational Therapy
and Social Work at Curtin University of Technology. Trevor has received a National Australia
Day Council Young Australian Achiever Award and is a Rotary International Paul Harris Fellow.
He brings international experience in service development within the disability and community
care services sector to the Board with a focus on community partnerships for health,
increasing knowledge as a form of empowerment and community capacity building.
Board Member - Dr Leighton Jay
(Until October 2010)
Leighton has been a member of the PHCS Board since 1999. He was the Deputy Chairman
from 2001 to 2007 and Chairperson from 2007 until February 2010. He works fulltime as a
member of the academic staff in the School of Management at Curtin University. His primary
areas of focus are learning and development in organisations, and factors influencing the
ways in which groups, organisations and industries function as whole systems. He is married
to Jenny and is the father of three adult children. Through Curtin University, Leighton also
works as a business consultant and group facilitator. He has previously worked in the aged
care sector and has extensive relationships across the disability sector.
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Chairperson’s Report
It is with great pleasure that I present my second report as Chairperson of Perth Home Care
Services. The past 12 months have been an exciting time for the organisation and we find
ourselves very well placed to extend our growth and grasp new opportunities in this coming
year and the years ahead.
Undoubtedly one of the highlights of the year for the whole health sector was the WA
Government’s $1billion Social Services Package, announced in its budget earlier this year,
for the 2011-12 year and beyond. We congratulate them for this significant commitment.
The package includes $600million to be allocated over the next 5 years “to support the
development of sustainable not-for-profit (NFP) service delivery now and into the future,
and to address historical funding shortfalls that have emerged in service agreements with
NFP organisations”. This is indeed outstanding news for all sectors and, dare we say, long
overdue. It has been recognised for a number of years that government funding to NFP’s
across the community sector has been inadequate and has not increased at a rate to keep
up with rapidly increasing costs. This has been exacerbated in WA by the record low
unemployment driven by the mining boom four or five years ago, and as the boom returns
as we come out of the global financial crisis we all find ourselves in the same position. So
the State Government’s recognition of these issues will allow all NFP’s to address some of
these challenges we have faced for some time.
Following on from this, our people are still our most important asset, and attraction and
retention of good people remains our high priority. Competition for staff, both within the NFP
area and with outside industries, along with high wages being offered in many areas of the
State, makes this one of our most pressing challenges. We have to continue to be a
preferred employer and strive to maintain our advantage in this most critical area.
A year ago we made a conscious decision as an organisation to ‘raise our profile’. We saw
this as important across three areas.

•
•

•

Firstly as a marketing exercise to increase the public awareness of PHCS – the
‘who we are and what we do’. To this end we have this year completed a Strategic
Marketing Plan, and the rollout of the strategies has commenced.
Secondly to take advantage of our scale and our reputation to be in the strongest
position to look at new opportunities and continue to grow our activities. Although
this sounds like a competitive stance, we believe that our experience to date in
moving towards a person centred approach across the organisation puts us in a
leading position in the sectors in which we participate.
And finally to leverage our size and strength to positively influence key people and
organisations, both in Government and outside. Marita has been outstanding in
leading the way in this area this year, and others across PHCS are working towards
this goal as well. It takes time and commitment, and can detract from the operation
of the organisation, but we see it as highly important and therefore priorities have
to be balanced. We have had the opportunity to make significant input into a
number of key Government reports, studies and committees, particularly in areas
where there is a strong drive towards self directed support and services. I think we
are making a difference and the time and effort has been very effective.
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In terms of our ongoing provision of services, it has been a very strong year. Our service
provision and in particular our services to those with disabilities have increased by more
than 15% which is well ahead of our target, with the strongest growth being in the disability
area. Whilst opportunities for growth continue to be plentiful, we have to remain diligent in
ensuring we grow in the right areas and within our means. Securing good staff is still the
main constraint, and management of a rapidly growing organisation remains a challenge.
To this end we are currently involved in a significant review of our structure and our IT
systems. Both are overdue and are important in ensuring we are in top shape for the next
five years. This will put us in a stronger position to efficiently provide services to the people
we support.
One important area where the Board and Management have made significant progress
during the past 12 months is risk management. A lot of work has been done to identify the
key high level risks we face in PHCS and to ensure we have well defined action plans to
manage those risks and address any shortfalls. This is very much still work-in-progress but
we are well down the path. This year we have also introduced an Audit Committee under
the Board structure, chaired by Connie Chapman. We believe our size now warrants such
a committee, whose role will be to ensure the integrity of the organisation’s processes and
procedures relating to internal control and reporting, including financial reporting. They will
provide an ‘independent’ reassurance to the Board through their oversight and monitoring
role.
Finally, we have seen a number of Board changes over the past 12 months. Long serving
Directors Leighton Jay and Trevor Goddard left at the end of last year and their experience
and contribution has been missed. I am sad to say that Ann Kelly, who has served on the
Board for 9 years, is retiring following this year’s AGM. We thank Ann for her tireless input.
During the year Ben Oxford also departed after taking up a key management role with St
Ives Group and as such being unable to remain on the PHCS Board. We are very fortunate
to have been joined by Angus Buchanan and Deborah Pearson, who both bring extensive
sector experience. We have two vacancies to fill over the next few months and in particular
we are looking for one Director with “lived experience” to bring some new perspective. I
thank the Board for their support and direction.
I thank Marita and her Management Team and everybody in PHCS who has contributed to
our success over the past 12 months. It has been an exciting time and there are many
signs that there is better yet to come.

Phil Thick
Chairperson
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CEO’s Report
This year I want to start my report by acknowledging the value and importance of the people
who work for Perth and Regional Home Care Services.
During the second half of 2010 it was my privilege to celebrate the 40th Anniversary of the
organisation with staff at their regular local meetings. In true PHCS style this involved a
large, decorated cake on each of the 22 occasions. At almost all these celebrations there
were people and families we support who came to share their experience of receiving
assistance from us. All were heart warming and many inspirational.
I also asked how we could do things differently and better and spoke to many people
individually. This opportunity was invaluable, and a small example of how we want to have
meaningful conversations and partnerships throughout the organisation. We continue to
develop our values and skills to work in a person centred way and made it a priority to
provide two days titled ‘See Me, See You” to all staff. This has been facilitated by working
in partnership with Durack College with funding secured from the Department of Employment,
Education & Workplace Relations.
There is clear international evidence that positive staff engagement creates better outcomes.
The criteria for determining staff engagement are also well known and able to be better met
by all organisations. One way in which we have sought information from our staff is through
the Your View survey. The return rate from our approximately 900 staff was a respectable
41%. Ninety six per cent of respondents strongly agreed or agreed that ‘I know what is
expected of me at work’ however only seventy per cent noted that ‘in the last six months I
have talked to someone about my progress’. This gives us areas to work on and a baseline
for the future.
A major milestone in June 2011 was the completion of the first 18 month period of work on
our 2010-20 strategic plan. The review showed significant evidence of effort and achievement
and some areas which need more focus or a different approach.
One of our strategic goals is to Influence relevant stakeholders in relation to consumer
directed funding, housing and the person centred approach.
There has been activity in relation to Federal enquires, State initiatives and with colleague
agencies and peak bodies across the sectors. PHCS provided submissions and follow up
comment to inquiries and draft reports by the Productivity Commission for Disability Care
and Support as well as Caring For Older Australians. We appeared at the Perth hearing for
the Productivity Commission’s Disability Care and Support inquiry. We were pleased to see
that our values around putting the person at the centre of support and individual choice and
control of supports and services were reflected in both the draft reports and final reports of
both inquiries.
The key state initiative was implementation of the Economic Audit Committee report ‘Putting
the Public First’. PHCS has been active in promoting self-directed services in a range of
forums across the disability and mental health sectors. We have facilitated and encouraged
people we support to speak at public events including ‘Everyday Lives, Everyday
Communities’ and ‘My Life, My Way’. Executive members have been actively involved in
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the establishment of the organisation Western Australian Individualised Services (WAIS).
WAIS will promote a collaborative approach between agencies involved in individual
services to further develop expertise and experience, and to share this with other agencies.
Membership of the Aged & Community Services WA Community Care Committee and the
Western Australian Association for Mental Health has enabled close involvement in strategic
sector matters.
The Mental Health Commission’s first year of operation has been significant in terms of
consultation, capacity building and laying the ground work for a more contemporary
approach and increased investment. At the same time there were Federal budget
announcements of increased mental health funding. The time was right for PHCS to run the
Allies in Change program. Allies in Change is a leadership development program that
invites participants who are consumers, family members, government and non-government
agency workers to come together to learn about good things happening in other places, and
skills to advocate in small and large ways for change for themselves and the system. The
journey, over a period of six months, has been extraordinary for the participants. They have
worked thoughtfully and collaboratively and will no doubt exert real influence in the future.
It is truly satisfying to reflect on our goal to strengthen our capacity to engage and create
space to hear the voice of people we support.
A key event was ‘Your Way, Our Future’ held in March 2011. A wide range of people we
support came together with staff and other stakeholders to explore choice and control of
supports and services. There was discussion about what bold steps could be taken in order
to make this a reality in their lives. Those in the room who heard people’s stories, opinions
and ideas were humbled by the power of the conversations. There have been other events
and projects undertaken by community services teams that have focussed on ‘hearing the
voice’ that have led to changes being made in the way we do things.
Another way in which we have developed people and families as partners in the organisation,
is development and expansion of the Peer Support role particularly within the mental health
program. A family carer has also been employed to liaise particularly with older carers.
We have worked together with Vela Microboards Australia to develop ideas and practice
around family leadership, to understand what it takes in order to hear families and understand
the best way to support them in having control over their supports and services.
From a business process perspective there has been a focus on implementation of the
human resource software Aurion. This has not been without its challenges; however the
various modules are now operational and beginning to provide the information and reports
required. The other major project has been the scoping of requirements and selection of a
replacement for our ‘client management’ software. A thorough and rigorous selection
process has been undertaken and we look forward to the implementation in the coming
year. As part of the Strategic Marketing plan new organisational brochures have been
developed and work begun on the redesign of the PHCS website.
Learning and growth has been a strong focus of PHCS which has been facilitated by the
capacity building funding we have had over the past four years. This project has been called
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Partners in Practice and encompassed a range of initiatives. It has been a precious
opportunity to develop and deliver training (Partners in Change), try out new roles (Inclusion
Coaches, Guides, Peer Support Workers), develop innovative ways to meet individual
respite needs, focus on young carers and look at more effective ways to assist people to
plan for a better future. The final Partners in Change program funded by the capacity
building project was tailored for Aboriginal people. It was run in Northam and was well
received by participants and other local stakeholders.
Over the past year the Big Plan initiative has involved three groups of six to seven people
living with mental illness, who have met over a number of months. The question they have
each considered is ‘What would it take for (name) to lead an interesting and fulfilling life
where they can meet people who will become their friends, and where they can contribute
to their community?’ Each person developed an individual plan that included an action plan
including a small amount of non-recurrent funds to assist the implementation.
The outcomes have been independently evaluated and shared with key stakeholders in
mental health. The results have been hugely positive both for the individuals, the project
staff and the organisation. An evaluation of Partners in Change has been completed, and
we have also documented the valuable learning from the Partners in Practice project. It was
very good news to hear that the mental health funding stream from FAHCSIA (Families and
Housing, Community Services & Indigenous Affairs) will continue as part of the Targeted
Community Care program.
In 2010-11 PHCS, with funding from Health Workforce Australia and the Disability Services
Commission, continued to prototype homesharing. Homesharing is a mutually beneficial
relationship where by a householder who needs support shares their home with a person
who needs a home (a homeshare). The HWA funding focussed on the role of homesharer
with elderly people and the DSC funding focused on the particular elements that make
homesharing successful for people with disabilities. At the end of June, ten homeshare
arrangements were in place. Evaluations of both Homeshare streams have been completed
providing insights for the development of homesharing in the future.
For the next period the executive team have thought carefully and deeply about the goals
for the 2011-14 period and the strategies for 2011-12. Two priority strategies are:
1.

Restructure the organisation to meet the strategic direction, role and functions into
the future.

2.

Develop a Training and Development Plan.

I have no doubt that the next year will be a demanding and exciting time for all of us at
PHCS.

Marita Walker
Chief Executive Officer
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Staff Service Awards
Office Based Staff with 5 years service as at 30th June 2011
Ann Kelly
Donna Williams
Margaret Ranson
Xiao Ying Ma

Danuta Fullwood
Gelinda Kock
Marian Sambell
Sharon Gould

Dianne Bland
Kate O’Neill
Susan Sherley

Support Worker with 5 years service as at 30th June 2011
Ann Mauri
Christine Hill
Deborah Gibbins
Helen Socorro
Jean Richards
John Freeman
June McCormick
Margaret Plain
Pauline Maxwell
Ruth Waylor
Stephen Davey
Susette Johnson
Donelle Hermans

Celine Kelly
Cindy Ballard
Diane Rainsford
Jacqueline Hatton
Jennifer Herd
Julie Gresch
Katrina Mirco
Marina Bedford
Roslyn Solberg
Samatha Foo
Susan Gentle
Tracey MacCulloch

Cheryl Mews
Corinna Simons
Donna Morgan
Jane Martin
Jill Henry
June Masson
Kerry McGuiness
Maureen Hill
Roy Houghton
Sana Catovic
Susan Dyball
Victorine Karutjindo

Office Based staff with 10 years service as at 30th June 2011
Monika Henneveld

Wendy Francis

Support Workers with 10 years service as at 30th June 2011
Tony Hunt
Gemma Stevens
Rosslyn Taylor
Silvia Giuffre

Carolyn Rickards
Jerome Kennedy
Sandra Lorrimar

Fay Kennedy
Marianne Cross
Sharon Robertson

Office Based staff with 15 years service as at 30th June 2011
Brigitte Danzinger

Sandra De Munnik

Support Workers with 15 years service as at 30th June 2011
Carol Atkinson
Lesley Driscoll
Yvonne McArdle
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Ellen Wright
Lynda Tysoe

Jan Tromp
Wendy Ibbotson
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